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Website Specialist 
Do you have a passion for building websites? Want to work with a unique team to help business owners reach 
their goals? There are a lot of competitors in our industry but we take pride in being the best. The perfect 
applicant should consider themselves a Web Design Jedi and have a strong web-based skillset. Understanding 
of website design and development including WordPress, HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript, Content Creation, and 
Adobe Suite is required. The position is part-time between the hours of 9-5 pm Monday-Friday with the 
opportunity to move to full-time. If you’re looking to be a part of a team that’s striving to be the best, let’s 
chat. Check out the last section for details on how you can get started. 
 
Your Mission, Should You Choose to Accept It 

1. Develop high quality responsive designs that focus on UI & UX while remaining cross-browser 
compatible 

2. Construct wireframes, mockups, and sitemaps 
3. Adhere to project timelines and deadlines 
4. Collaborate with the marketing team to execute marketing strategies including SEO 
5. Communicate with Department Manager to ensure the successful completion of projects 

 
The Skills You’ll Need 

1. Bachelor's Degree in Web Design, Media Arts, Similar Field or Equivalent Experience 
2. 2-3 years of Website Design & Development Experience 
3. Experience with WordPress, HTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript, and Adobe Suite. 
4. Ability to work independently as well as within a team 
5. Strong attention to detail 
6. Creative and critical thinking skills  
7. Self-motivation and a desire to be a part of something bigger 
8. Organizational skills and the ability to manage multiple projects at once.  

 
Would IDS Be a Good Fit for You 

1. Making A Difference - Whether it's growing our client's business or giving back to our community, we 
strive every day to make a difference. Why? Because we believe in creating a bright future. 

2. Goal Driven - True success is about developing goals, achieving them, and surpassing them. Our 
business goals become the foundation for our projects, and we won’t stop until we’ve surpassed them. 

3. No B.S. - We refuse to provide or recommend services our customers don’t need. Life is too short, and 
business is too expensive to waste time or money. The only B.S. we’re cool with is our project 
manager. 

4. Love of Learning - Our passion for learning encompasses our client’s businesses as well as the desire 
for personal growth. We’ll never stop learning and we’ll always keep improving. 

5. Appreciation - We understand that IDS wouldn’t exist without our clients. Therefore, we take time to 
appreciate each one by celebrating their unique qualities and helping them shine. 



 

 

There’s Plenty of Benefits When Working with Us 
1. Start-up culture with the opportunity to make an impact 
2. Fun and engaging work environment with the ability to make your space your own 
3. Catered lunches and exciting events throughout the year 
4. Fly company swag  
5. Fully stocked relaxation space for when you just need a minute 
6. Compensation that corresponds to your unique value 
7. Access to personal growth and development tools 

 
Start Your Mission 

• Visit our website idstoledo.com/careers and fill out the application. 

• Check out our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/InteractiveDesignSolutions and apply there. 

• Email your resume, full name, and phone number to info@idstoledo.com. Please include the position 
you are applying for in the subject or email. 
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